CAR PARK GUIDANCE
FROM THE GOVERNORS OF LANGRISH PRIMARY SCHOOL
The Governing body would be grateful if you would familiarise yourself with the schools car
parking procedure as detailed below:
SCHOOL PARKING POLICY
 Use the parking bays first. Please note the disabled bays can only be used by
registered disabled drivers displaying a valid blue badge.
 Do not use the disabled bays for drop off at breakfast club or collection at the end of
after school clubs.
 When waiting at the end of the school day please do not stand in the car turning
route, only use pedestrian waiting areas. Also keep hold of your children as cars
have difficulty seeing small children on the turn round route.
 Do not do anything to delay the flow of traffic round the circuit i.e. mounting and
dismounting from cars should be done with the minimum delay
 If the circuit is clear never stop where cars can’t pass but move to a point where
parking is possible when dismounting i.e. just beyond the main entrance
 Never use mobile phones so as to cause a delay to the circuit
 If you cannot instantly collect your child, park either in the fixed parking bays or on the
road
 When parking on the road leave a passing point for cars coming in the other direction
 Try to avoid queuing opposite parked cars which blocks the route from the other
direction
 Use the road to the south of the school towards Ramsdean where less confusion
occurs for parking
We would really appreciate your co-operation and support in implementing this procedure to
avoid unnecessary traffic congestion around the school and more importantly to keep the
area safe for children. Thank you for your help.

Parking at the Seven Stars Public House Car Park
The landlady at the Seven Stars has agreed to parents parking in the pub car park at the
following times: Mondays to Fridays – before 11am and between 3pm and 5pm. If you choose
to avail yourself of this opportunity please remember that the pub car park is in constant use
and that you will need to be vigilant at all times, keeping your children under your control. This
is a goodwill gesture to ease pressure around the school in the mornings and afternoons.
Please also note that for special events during the school day that fall outside of the above
hours then the pub does not give their permission for our parents to use their car park.
Please see plan as follows:
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